
QCD QCD –– from the from the 
vacuum to high vacuum to high 
temperaturetemperature

an analytical approachan analytical approach



Functional Functional 
Renormalization GroupRenormalization Group

from small to large scalesfrom small to large scales



How to come from quarks and How to come from quarks and 
gluons to baryons and mesons ?gluons to baryons and mesons ?

Find effective description where relevant Find effective description where relevant 
degrees of freedom depend on degrees of freedom depend on 
momentum scale or resolution in spacemomentum scale or resolution in space..

Microscope with variable resolution:Microscope with variable resolution:
High resolution , small piece of volume:High resolution , small piece of volume:
quarks and gluonsquarks and gluons
Low resolution, large volume : hadronsLow resolution, large volume : hadrons



Scales in strong interactionsScales in strong interactions







/







Flow equation for average Flow equation for average 
potentialpotential



Simple one loop structure Simple one loop structure ––
nevertheless (almost) exactnevertheless (almost) exact



Infrared cutoffInfrared cutoff



Wave function Wave function 
renormalization and renormalization and 
anomalous dimensionanomalous dimension

for for ZZkk ((φφ,q,q22) : flow equation is) : flow equation is exact !exact !



approximationsapproximations

On the exact level :On the exact level :
New flow equation forNew flow equation for ZZkk ((φφ,q,q22) ) needed !needed !
Often Often approximativeapproximative form ofform of ZZkk ((φφ,q,q22) ) 
is known or can be simply computedis known or can be simply computed
e.g.small anomalous dimensione.g.small anomalous dimension



Partial Partial 
differential differential 
equation for equation for 
function U(k,function U(k,φφ) ) 
depending on depending on 
two ( or more ) two ( or more ) 
variablesvariables

Z Z kk = c k-η



RegularisationRegularisation

For suitable For suitable RRkk ::

Momentum integral is ultraviolet and Momentum integral is ultraviolet and 
infrared finiteinfrared finite
Numerical integration possibleNumerical integration possible
Flow equation defines a regularization Flow equation defines a regularization 
scheme ( ERGE scheme ( ERGE ––regularization )regularization )



Integration by momentum shellsIntegration by momentum shells

Momentum integralMomentum integral
is dominated by is dominated by 

qq22 ~~ kk2 2 ..

Flow only sensitive toFlow only sensitive to
physics at scale kphysics at scale k



Scalar field theoryScalar field theory

e.g. linear sigmae.g. linear sigma--model formodel for
chiralchiral symmetry breaking in QCDsymmetry breaking in QCD



Scalar field theoryScalar field theory



O(N) O(N) -- modelmodel

First order derivative expansionFirst order derivative expansion



Flow of effective potentialFlow of effective potential

Ising  Ising  modelmodel CO2

TT** =304.15 K=304.15 K
pp** =73.8.bar=73.8.bar
ρρ** = 0.442 g cm= 0.442 g cm--22

Experiment :

S.Seide …



Critical Critical behaviourbehaviour



Critical exponentsCritical exponents



Scaling form of evolution Scaling form of evolution 
equationequation

On r.h.s. :
neither the scale k 
nor the wave function 
renormalization Z 
appear explicitly.
Fixed point corresponds
to second order 
phase transition. 

Tetradis …



Essential scaling :Essential scaling :
d=2,N=2d=2,N=2

Flow equation Flow equation 
contains contains 
correctly the correctly the 
nonnon--perturbativeperturbative
information !information !
(essential (essential 
scaling usually scaling usually 
described by described by 
vortices)vortices)

Von Gersdorff …



KosterlitzKosterlitz--ThoulessThouless phase phase 
transition (d=2,N=2)transition (d=2,N=2)

Correct description of phase withCorrect description of phase with
Goldstone boson Goldstone boson 

( infinite correlation length ) ( infinite correlation length ) 
for T<for T<TTcc



Exact renormalization Exact renormalization 
group equationgroup equation



Generating functionalGenerating functional



Effective average actionEffective average action

Loop expansion :
perturbation theory
with
infrared cutoff
in propagator



Quantum effective actionQuantum effective action



Proof of Proof of 
exact flow equationexact flow equation



TruncationsTruncations

Functional differential equation Functional differential equation ––
cannot be solved exactlycannot be solved exactly

ApproximativeApproximative solution by solution by truncation truncation ofof
most general form of effective actionmost general form of effective action







Exact flow equation for Exact flow equation for 
effective potentialeffective potential

Evaluate exact flow equation for Evaluate exact flow equation for 
homogeneous field homogeneous field φφ ..
R.h.s. involves exact propagator in R.h.s. involves exact propagator in 
homogeneous background field homogeneous background field φφ..



NambuNambu JonaJona--LasinioLasinio modelmodel



Critical temperature , Critical temperature , NNff = 2= 2

Lattice simulation

J.Berges,D.Jungnickel,…



ChiralChiral condensatecondensate



temperature  temperature  
dependent dependent 
massesmasses

pionpion massmass

sigma masssigma mass



CriticalCritical
equationequation
ofof
statestate



ScalingScaling
formform
ofof
equationequation
of stateof state

Berges,
Tetradis,…



Universal critical equation of state
is valid near critical temperature 
if the only light degrees of freedom
are pions + sigma with
O(4) – symmetry.

Not necessarily valid in QCD, even 
for two flavors !



ChiralChiral quarkquark––meson modelmeson model

J.Berges,
D.Jungnickel…



Effective low energy theoryEffective low energy theory

Imagine that for scale k=700 Imagine that for scale k=700 MeVMeV all all 
other fields except quarks have been other fields except quarks have been 
integrated out and the result is an integrated out and the result is an 
essentially essentially pointlikepointlike four quark interactionfour quark interaction
Not obviously a valid approximation !Not obviously a valid approximation !



Connection with Connection with 
four quark interaction  four quark interaction  

In principle, m can beIn principle, m can be
computed from fourcomputed from four
quark interaction inquark interaction in
QCDQCD

MeggiolaroMeggiolaro,…,…



ChiralChiral quarkquark--meson model meson model ––
three flavorsthree flavors

ΦΦ :  (3,3)  of SU(3):  (3,3)  of SU(3)LL x SU(3)x SU(3)RR

Effective potential depends on invariantsEffective potential depends on invariants

-



Spontaneous Spontaneous chiral  chiral  
symmetry breakingsymmetry breaking



LimitationsLimitations

Confinement not includedConfinement not included
PointlikePointlike interaction at scale kinteraction at scale kφφ not a very not a very 
accurate description of the physics accurate description of the physics 
associated with gluonsassociated with gluons

substantial errors in substantial errors in nonuniversalnonuniversal
quantities ( e.g. quantities ( e.g. TTcc ))



ConclusionsConclusions

NonNon--perturbativeperturbative flow equation ( ERGE )flow equation ( ERGE )
Useful nonUseful non--perturbativeperturbative methodmethod
Well tested in simple Well tested in simple bosonicbosonic and and 
fermionicfermionic systemssystems
Interesting generalizations to gauge Interesting generalizations to gauge 
theories , gravitytheories , gravity



Flow equations for QCDFlow equations for QCD

Much work in progress by various groupsMuch work in progress by various groups
GluodynamicsGluodynamics ( no quarks )( no quarks )
QuarkQuark--meson modelsmeson models
Description of bound statesDescription of bound states
For realistic QCD : if Higgs picture For realistic QCD : if Higgs picture 
correct, this would greatly enhance the correct, this would greatly enhance the 
chances of quantitatively reliable chances of quantitatively reliable 
solutionssolutions
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